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ABSTRACT : 

Image colorization is a captivating field within computer vision that aims to add colour information to grayscale images. This process often involves convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) for their ability to learn intricate features from images. One prominent architecture employed in this context is the VGG16 model, renowned 

for its deep and expressive layers.     

In the specific task of colorization, the grayscale image's luminance (L) channel is preserved, while the colour information is derived from the LAB colour space's 

AB channels. The LAB colour space separates luminance from colour, enabling efficient processing. Convolutional layers in the CNN extract hierarchical features 

from the input image, capturing spatial dependencies crucial for accurate colorization.   

The VGG-16 architecture enhances the model's capacity to understand complex patterns through its deep and symmetric structure. Transfer learning is often 

leveraged, using pre-trained VGG-16 models on large datasets to boost performance.   

In summary, image colorization using CNN and VGG-16 involves extracting features from grayscale images and mapping them to colour information in the LAB 

color space. This innovative approach demonstrates the power of deep learning architectures in synthesizing vibrant and realistic colours for blackandwhite images.   

Introduction : 

Image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is a captivating application of deep learning, bringing life to black and white images by 

predicting and applying realistic colours. This process involves training a CNN on a diverse dataset of coloured images to learn the relationships between 

grayscale and colour pixels, enabling the model to generalize and accurately predict colours for new inputs.   

At its core, a CNN is a specialized neural network designed to process and analyse visual data, making it particularly well-suited for image-related tasks. 

In the context of colorization, the CNN functions as an intelligent system that understands the intricate patterns and correlations between grayscale and 

colour information within images.   

The training phase is fundamental to the success of a colorization CNN. Large datasets comprising both grayscale and corresponding coloured images 

are used to teach the model to associate specific colours with different objects, scenes, and contexts. This extensive exposure allows the CNN to grasp 

the nuances of colour distribution, shadows, and highlights, making it adept at generating realistic colour predictions.   

During training, the CNN learns to extract hierarchical features from the grayscale input images. These features capture essential details such as edges, 

textures, and shapes, enabling the network to understand the underlying structure of the content. The extracted features serve as the basis for the model's 

colorization predictions, as they inform the network about the relationships between different image elements.   

One crucial component in the architecture of a colorization CNN is skip connections. These connections facilitate the integration of high-level semantic 

information from earlier layers with fine-grained details from later layers. This ensures that the model considers both global context and local details 

when generating color predictions. As a result, the colorized images exhibit a balance between realistic overall color distribution and accurate reproduction 

of specific details.   

The loss function plays a pivotal role in guiding the training process. It measures the disparity between the predicted colorized images and the ground 

truth colored images. Through backpropagation, the model adjusts its parameters to minimize this discrepancy, progressively improving its ability to 

generate accurate and visually pleasing colorizations.   

Once the CNN is trained, it can be applied to grayscale images for real-time colorization. The network leverages its learned knowledge to predict color 

information, effectively transforming black and white images into vibrant, lifelike representations. This application finds utility in various domains, 

including historical photo restoration, film colorization, and enhancing the visual appeal of content.   
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Problem statement : 

The problem of image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) involves the development of a model capable of automatically adding 

realistic colors to grayscale images. This task requires leveraging deep learning techniques to understand and predict color distributions based on 

contextual information present in the input image. The challenge lies in training a CNN to capture intricate relationships between different image regions 

and accurately infer appropriate colors, contributing to the enhancement of visual content in various applications, such as photography restoration, 

historical image recoloring, and multimedia enrichment.   

Objective : 

The objective of image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) is to automate the process of adding color to grayscale images, 

mimicking the way humans perceive and interpret colors. This task is crucial in various applications such as enhancing historical photos, improving visual 

content, and aiding computer vision systems.   

CNNs excel in image-related tasks due to their ability to learn hierarchical features from data. In image colorization, CNNs analyze the spatial 

relationships and patterns within grayscale images, understanding the contextual information crucial for accurate color prediction. The network's 

architecture typically includes convolutional layers that capture local features, pooling layers for down sampling, and fully connected layers for global 

feature integration.   

By leveraging a large dataset of colored images, the CNN learns correlations between grayscale input and corresponding color outputs during the training 

phase. The trained model can then generalize this knowledge to colorize new grayscale images effectively. The ultimate goal is to produce colorized 

images that are visually realistic and coherent, providing a valuable tool for digital media enhancement and preservation of visual content across various 

domains..   

Need of Project : 

Image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is a compelling project that brings black-and-white photos to life by automatically 

adding realistic colors. This technology leverages deep learning to analyze and understand image features, learning from vast datasets to accurately predict 

color mappings. By implementing CNNs, the project aims to enhance historical photos, artworks, and videos, preserving and revitalizing visual content. 

The significance lies in its potential applications, ranging from cultural heritage preservation to  enhancing visual storytelling. This project not only 

showcases the power of deep learning but also contributes to the creative restoration and reinterpretation of visual media.   

Purpose and Scope : 

Image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) aims to automatically add color information to grayscale images. The purpose is to 

enhance visual appeal, historical preservation, and aid in image interpretation. CNNs excel at learning complex spatial features, enabling accurate 

colorization based on contextual information. This technology finds applications in restoring black-and-white photographs, improving user experience in 

digital media, and assisting visually impaired individuals in comprehending images. The scope extends to various domains, including art restoration, film 

colorization, and medical imaging, showcasing the versatility and significance of CNN-based image colorization techniques. 

Image Colorization    

Image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is a computer vision technique that employs deep learning to add color to grayscale 

images. CNNs are adept at learning hierarchical features, allowing them to capture complex patterns in images. In colorization, a CNN is trained on a 

dataset of grayscale and corresponding color images to learn relationships between different image regions. This learned knowledge enables the network 

to predict accurate color information for grayscale input. By leveraging the spatial dependencies captured by CNNs, image colorization algorithms can 

produce realistic and visually pleasing colorized versions of black-and-white images.   

 What is CNN ?   

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) emerged in the 1980s, gaining prominence in computer vision. However, their breakthrough came in the 2010s, 

when deep learning renaissance revitalized their use. Pioneered by researchers like Yann LeCun, CNNs revolutionized image recognition, leading to their 

widespread adoption in various fields, from autonomous vehicles to medical diagnostics. Today, CNNs are fundamental in artificial intelligence and 

continue to advance with ongoing research and applications.   

What is VGG-16?   

VGG-16, a convolutional neural network architecture, was introduced in 2014 by the Visual Geometry Group (VGG) at the University of  Oxford. It 

gained prominence for its simplicity and effectiveness in image classification tasks. Comprising 16 layers with small convolutional filters, it set a 

benchmark for deep learning models. VGG-16 played a pivotal role in advancing image recognition research and remains influential in the development 
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of more complex neural network architectures enabling it to understand complex spatial relationships. Trained on large datasets, VGG-16 excels in feature 

extraction. In image colorization, it processes grayscale input, extracting meaningful features before mapping them to color information. The 

convolutional layers preserve spatial details, aiding accurate color prediction. Through this architecture, VGG-16 contributes to enhancing the efficiency 

and quality of image colorization tasks, producing vibrant and realistic results.   

What is L to AB ?   

The L to AB model in deep learning refers to a colorization approach that separates an image into its luminance (L) and chrominance (AB) components. 

Originating in the field of computer vision and image processing, this model gained prominence for its application in grayscale image colorization. 

Developed to address the challenge of adding color to black-and-white photos, the L to AB model leverages neural networks to predict the chrominance 

channels (AB) based on the luminance information (L). 

Historically, the model's evolution can be traced back to the resurgence of interest in neural networks in the mid-2010s. Researchers began exploring 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and deep learning architectures for image-related tasks. The L to AB model emerged as a solution to automate 

the colorization process, showcasing the power of deep learning in understanding complex  relationships within image data. Its effectiveness lies in 

capturing intricate patterns and contextual information, enabling the generation of realistic and visually appealing colorized images from grayscale 

originals. The L to AB model represents a notable advancement in leveraging neural networks for image enhancement and creative applications in the 

realm of computer vision. 

Implementation    

Image colorization is the process of adding color to grayscale images. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have proven effective in various computer 

vision tasks, including image colorization[4]. VGG-16, a deep convolutional neural network, is commonly used for image classification but can also be 

repurposed for colorization.   

The image colorization process typically involves converting an input grayscale image from the L (luminance) color space to the AB (chrominance) color 

space. The L channel represents the brightness of the image, while the AB channels encode color information. The goal is to predict the AB channels 

given the L channel.   

A CNN-based architecture for image colorization using VGG-16 can be implemented as follows:   

Data Preparation:   

Collect a dataset of grayscale images and their corresponding color images. Convert the RGB color images to the Lab color space, and extract the L 

channel as the input (grayscale) and AB channels as the ground truth.   

Model Architecture:   

Use the VGG-16 architecture as the backbone for feature extraction. Remove the fully connected layers of VGG-16 and replace them with convolutional 

layers to maintain spatial information. Add upsampling layers to generate a colorized output.   

Loss Function:   

In image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and VGG-16 architecture, the commonly used loss function involves converting color 

images to the LAB color space and calculating the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the predicted and ground truth AB channels[3]. The LAB color 

space separates luminance (L) from chrominance (AB), making it suitable for colorization tasks.  

The VGG-16 model is often employed for feature extraction. The loss function guides the network to minimize the color difference between predicted 

and actual chrominance values, ensuring accurate colorization results[5]. This approach enhances the perceptual quality of colorized images by 

emphasizing human perception in the loss optimization process..     

Training:   

Image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) typically involves training a model, often based on architectures like VGG-16. The 

model learns to map grayscale images (L channel) to their corresponding color representations (a and b channels in Lab color space)[1]. VGG-16, with 

its deep architecture, captures hierarchical features, enhancing the network's ability to understand complex patterns in color relationships. During training, 

a dataset with grayscale images and their corresponding Lab color pairs is used to minimize the colorization error. The loss function measures the 

difference between the predicted and ground truth color information[6]. This process enables the CNN, particularly VGG-16, to learn effective 

colorization mappings.   

Testing:   

Image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), particularly VGG-16 architecture, involves transforming grayscale images (L channel) 

to color (AB channels). To evaluate performance, testing commonly employs metrics like Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Structural Similarity Index 

(SSI).  MSE quantifies pixel-wise color differences, while SSI assesses structural  likeness. A well-trained model should accurately predict chromatic 

information.  

Datasets such as ImageNet or CIFAR-10 facilitate comprehensive testing. Finetuning and optimization based on testing results enhance the network's 

ability to generate vibrant and realistic colorized images, demonstrating the effectiveness of the CNN, VGG-16 architecture, and the L to AB color space 

conversion.     

Post-Processing:   

Image colorization using CNN and VGG-16 often involves post-processing steps. The process begins by converting the image from RGB to LAB color 

space, separating the L (luminance) channel from AB (chrominance) channels. The CNN, typically based on VGG-16 architecture, learns to predict the 

AB channels. Post-processing is crucial to refine the colorized output. Techniques like histogram matching, color balance adjustment, and smoothing are 

employed to enhance the visual appeal and maintain natural color coherence. These steps contribute to achieving realistic and aesthetically pleasing 
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colorized images, ensuring a seamless integration of color information into the grayscale base. By leveraging the feature extraction capabilities of VGG-

16, the model learns intricate patterns and dependencies between luminance and chrominance, enabling accurate colorization. The use of convolutional 

layers helps capture spatial information crucial for preserving the structure of the colorized images[6].   

In summary, this implementation utilizes a CNN-based architecture, specifically VGG-16, for image colorization by predicting AB channels from the L 

channel in the Lab color space. Preprocessing ensures that the data fed into the model is consistent and conducive to efficient training. Key preprocessing 

steps include: 

Grayscale Conversion: This step involves converting colored images into grayscale. This is done to provide the input data for the colorization model, 

which will then predict the missing color channels. The conversion retains structural and intensity information while discarding the color information, 

simplifying the learning task for the model . 

Normalization: Normalizing the pixel values to a specific range (typically 0 to 1 or -1 to 1) helps stabilize and accelerate the training process. It ensures 

that the input data has a uniform scale, which is crucial for the gradient descent algorithms used in training neural networks. 

Data Augmentation: To artificially increase the size of the dataset and introduce variability, data augmentation techniques are employed. These include 

rotations, translations, flipping, zooming, and cropping[6]. Augmentation helps in making the model robust to variations and reduces overfitting by 

providing a broader set of training examples . 

5.1Data Collection and Preprocessing 

In the context of image colorization using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), data collection is a foundational step that significantly impacts the 

performance and generalization ability of the model. The dataset must be diverse and extensive to cover a wide range of scenarios, such as different 

lighting conditions, object categories, and textures. This diversity ensures that the model learns to generalize well from grayscale to color in varied 

contexts. 

Publicly Available Datasets: Large datasets like ImageNet, CIFAR-10, and Places365 provide a broad spectrum of images that include multiple object 

categories and scenes. These datasets are meticulously curated and often come pre-labeled, facilitating easier data handling and preprocessing . 

Web Scraping: For additional variety, web scraping tools can be employed to gather images from online repositories. This approach, while powerful, 

requires careful handling of copyright and ethical considerations. Web scraping can introduce images that may not be present in standard datasets, adding 

valuable diversity to the training set. 

Custom Photography: To target specific subjects or styles, custom photography can be employed. This ensures that the dataset includes images under 

controlled conditions, adding precision to the type of data the model is trained on. This method is particularly useful for niche applications where publicly 

available data might be insufficient 

Data Collection The initial step in implementing image colorization is gathering a large and diverse dataset of colored images. This dataset forms the 

foundation for training the CNN to understand and predict colors based on grayscale inputs. Sources for collecting datasets include: 

Publicly Available Datasets: Utilize datasets such as ImageNet, CIFAR-10, and Places365. These datasets contain thousands to millions of images across 

various categories, providing rich and diverse training data. 

Online Repositories: Platforms like Google Images, Flickr, and Wikimedia Commons can be mined for additional images, ensuring a wider variety of 

content. 

Custom Photography: Capture original photos to supplement the dataset, particularly if targeting specific subjects or styles. 

Preprocessing Preprocessing is crucial to standardize the dataset and prepare it for training. The steps include: 

Conversion to Grayscale: Convert all collected images to grayscale using libraries like OpenCV. This step provides the input images for training.  

Normalization: Scale pixel values to a range of 0 to 1 (or -1 to 1) to facilitate efficient training. 

Data Augmentation: Apply techniques such as rotation, flipping, zooming, and cropping to artificially increase the dataset's size and variability. 

Model Building 

Designing the CNN architecture for image colorization requires careful consideration of various layers to extract and reconstruct image features 

effectively: 

Convolutional Layers: These layers are fundamental in extracting spatial hierarchies of features from the input images. The initial layers capture low-

level features such as edges and textures, while deeper layers capture high-level features such as object parts and shapes . 

Pooling Layers: Pooling layers reduce the spatial dimensions of the feature maps, which helps in decreasing the computational load and making the 

network more invariant to small translations and distortions. This step is essential to condense information and maintain important features while 

discarding irrelevant details (MDPI). 

Upsampling Layers: To restore the image to its original resolution, upsampling layers are used. These layers increase the spatial dimensions of the feature 

maps, which is crucial for generating high-resolution colorized images. Techniques like nearest neighbor and bilinear interpolation are commonly used 

in upsampling . 

Skip Connections: Inspired by architectures like U-Net, skip connections are employed to retain high-resolution details. They connect layers from the 

downsampling path to corresponding layers in the upsampling path, helping the network to better reconstruct fine details and improve the quality of the 

colorized images (MDPI). 

Compiling the model involves selecting appropriate algorithms for optimization, loss calculation, and performance evaluation: 

Optimizer: The Adam optimizer is preferred for its adaptive learning rate and efficient handling of sparse gradients. It combines the advantages of two 

other popular optimizers, AdaGrad and RMSProp, making it suitable for deep learning tasks like image colorization . 

Loss Function: Mean Squared Error (MSE) is commonly used as the loss function for image colorization tasks. MSE measures the average squared 

difference between the predicted color values and the ground truth, providing a clear objective for the model to minimize during training (MDPI). 
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Evaluation Metrics: Metrics such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) are used to evaluate the model's 

performance. PSNR measures the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise, indicating the quality of the 

reconstructed image. SSIM assesses the similarity between two images, focusing on structural information and perceptual quality . 

Model Architecture Designing the CNN architecture involves defining layers that will learn and generalize the colorization process. 

Convolutional Layers: Extract features from the input grayscale images. Multiple convolutional layers can capture varying levels of abstraction. 

python 

Pooling Layers: Reduce the spatial dimensions of the feature maps, retaining essential information while reducing computational complexity. 

Model Compilation Compile the model by specifying the optimizer, loss function, and metrics. 

Optimizer: Adam optimizer is commonly used due to its adaptive learning rate and efficiency. 

python 

from keras.optimizers import Adam model.compile(optimizer=Adam(lr=0.0002), loss='mse', metrics=['accuracy'])  

5.3 Training the Model 

Training a CNN involves several critical steps to ensure the model learns effectively from the data: 

Data Feeding: Efficient data feeding mechanisms, such as data generators, are employed to load and preprocess data in batches during training. This 

approach helps in managing memory usage and ensures that the model sees a diverse set of examples in each epoch (MDPI). 

Training Loop: The training loop involves feeding batches of images through the model, calculating the loss, and updating the model parameters using 

backpropagation. This process is repeated for several epochs until the model's performance converges. Monitoring validation loss helps in identifying 

overfitting and guiding adjustments to the training process. 

Callbacks: Callbacks like ModelCheckpoint and ReduceLROnPlateau are used to enhance the training process. ModelCheckpoint saves the best model 

based on validation performance, ensuring that the optimal model is retained. ReduceLROnPlateau adjusts the learning rate when the model's performance 

plateaus, helping in fine-tuning the training process (MDPI). 

Data Feeding Efficiently feeding data into the model during training involves using data generators. 

5.3 Training the Model (Expanded) 

Training a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for image colorization involves a multi-step process designed to optimize the model’s ability to 

accurately predict the missing color information from grayscale images. This process is crucial for achieving high-quality results and involves several 

key components: data feeding, training loop, callbacks, and model evaluation. 

Data Feeding Theory:Effective data feeding mechanisms are essential to ensure that the model is trained efficiently and sees a wide variety of examples. 

This process involves managing how data is loaded, preprocessed, and fed into the neural network during training. 

Batch Processing: Data is typically processed in batches, rather than one image at a time, to improve the efficiency of the training process. Batch 

processing allows for more stable gradient estimates and makes better use of hardware resources such as GPUs. The size of these batches, known as the 

batch size, is a crucial hyperparameter that can influence the stability and speed of the training process[9]. 

Data Generators: Data generators are used to load and preprocess data on-the-fly during training. This approach minimizes memory usage and allows for 

dynamic data augmentation. Generators can apply transformations such as rotation, zooming, and flipping to each batch, ensuring that the model is 

exposed to a wide variety of augmented images without the need for an excessively large dataset. 

- **Shuffling:** Shuffling the data before each epoch ensures that the model does not see the same order of images in every epoch, which helps in 

preventing the model from learning the order of the data rather than the actual features needed for colorization[5]. 

Training Loop Theory :The training loop is the core process where the model learns from the data. This involves multiple iterations where the model’s 

parameters are updated based on the error between its predictions and the actual values. 

Forward Pass:  During the forward pass, a batch of grayscale images is passed through the network, and the model predicts the color information. The 

predicted colors are then compared with the ground truth colors to calculate the loss. 

 

Loss Calculation: The loss function quantifies the difference between the predicted colors and the actual colors. Commonly used loss functions include 

Mean Squared Error (MSE) and cross-entropy loss. The choice of the loss function impacts how the model learns to correct its predictions. 

 

Backpropagation: Backpropagation is the process of calculating the gradient of the loss function with respect to each weight in the network and updating 

the weights accordingly. This step involves the application of the chain rule to propagate the error backward through the network, adjusting the weights 

to minimize the loss. 

Optimization Algorithm:The optimization algorithm, such as Adam or stochastic gradient descent (SGD), uses the gradients calculated during 

backpropagation to update the model’s weights. Adam is often preferred for its adaptive learning rate properties, which help in stabilizing and speeding 

up the convergence of the model[1]. 

Callbacks Theory :Callbacks are functions that are executed during specific points in the training process. They provide mechanisms for improving 

training efficiency and effectiveness by dynamically adjusting the training parameters and saving intermediate results. 

ModelCheckpoint: This callback saves the model at regular intervals, typically based on validation performance. By saving the model weights that yield 

the best performance on the validation set, it ensures that the best possible model is retained, even if subsequent training steps lead to overfitting[2]. 
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ReduceLROnPlateau:This callback monitors a specified metric and reduces the learning rate when the metric stops improving. By lowering the learning 

rate, the model can continue fine-tuning its weights without large updates that could overshoot the optimal parameters[4]. 

EarlyStopping: EarlyStopping halts training when the performance on a validation set stops improving for a specified number of epochs. This prevents 

overfitting by stopping the training process once the model starts to learn noise in the training data instead of generalizable patterns[3]. 

Evaluation Theory :Evaluating the model’s performance is critical to understanding how well it generalizes to new data. Evaluation involves both 

quantitative and qualitative measures. 

Quantitative Metrics: 

PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio):This metric measures the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise. 

It provides an objective measure of the quality of the reconstructed images. Higher PSNR values indicate better quality colorizations[7]. 

SSIM (Structural Similarity Index):SSIM assesses the similarity between two images based on their luminance, contrast, and structure. It is a perceptual 

metric that aligns more closely with human visual assessment, making it valuable for evaluating the quality of colorized images[5]. 

Qualitative Evaluation: 

Visual Inspection: Human evaluators compare the colorized images with the original color images to assess the realism and fidelity of the colorization. 

This step helps identify areas where the model performs well and where it may need improvement[6]. 

 User Studies:Conducting user studies where participants rate the quality and appeal of the colorized images provides additional insights into the model’s 

performance from a subjective perspective. User feedback is crucial for understanding the practical applicability of the model[1] 

Hyperparameter Tuning Theory: 

Fine-tuning hyperparameters is essential for optimizing the performance of the model. Hyperparameters such as learning rate, batch size, and network 

architecture parameters must be carefully selected to achieve the best results. 

Learning Rate:The learning rate controls the size of the updates to the model’s weights during training. A well-chosen learning rate ensures efficient 

convergence. Too high a learning rate can cause the model to converge too quickly to a suboptimal solution, while too low a learning rate can slow down 

the training process[7]. 

Batch Size:The batch size determines how many samples are processed before the model’s weights are updated. Larger batch sizes provide more stable 

gradient estimates but require more memory, while smaller batch sizes introduce more noise, which can help in escaping local minima but may lead to 

unstable training[3]. 

Network Depth: The number of layers and the complexity of each layer in the network can significantly affect the model’s abil ity to learn complex 

patterns. Deeper networks can capture more intricate details but may require more data and computational power to train effectively. 

Output :  
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Conclusion  : 

In conclusion, the image colorization process employing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), VGG-16 architecture, and the Lab color space (L to AB 

channels) has demonstrated remarkable success. CNNs effectively capture intricate spatial features, while VGG-16 enhances feature extraction. 

Leveraging the Lab color space, separating luminance (L) from chrominance (AB) information, allows for improved colorization accuracy. This approach 

not only preserves image details but also enhances computational efficiency. The fusion of these elements results in a powerful model capable of producing 

vivid and realistic colorizations, showcasing the potential for advanced image processing and restoration in the realm of computer vision. 
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